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Abstract. Talking about models of cognition, the very mention of “computationalism” often incites reactions against the insufficiency of the Turing machine model, its abstractness and determinism and lack of naturalist foundations, triviality and absence of clarity. None of those objections necessarily undermines viability of models based on natural computation or computing nature where the model of computation is broader than symbol manipulation or conventional models of computation. Computing nature consists of physical structures that form levels of organization, on which computation processes differ, from quantum up to macroscopic levels and back. It is argued here that on the lower levels of information processing in the brain finite automata or Turing machines may still be adequate models, while on the higher level of the whole-brain information processing new natural computing models are necessary. A layered computational architecture based on intrinsic computing of physical systems thus avoids objections against early versions of computationalism.

Critique of Classical Computationalism and New Understanding of Computation

Historically, computationalism has been accused of many sins (Scheutz, 2002) (Sprevak, 2012) (Miłkowski, 2013). In what follows I would like to answer the following three concerns about computationalism of Mark Sprevak:

(R1) Lack of clarity: “Ultimately, the foundations of our sciences should be clear.” Computationalism is suspected to lack clarity.

(R2) Triviality: “(O)ur conventional understanding of the notion of computational implementation is threatened by triviality arguments.” Computationalism is accused of triviality.

(R3) Lack of naturalistic foundations: “The ultimate aim of cognitive science is to offer, not just any explanation of mental phenomena, but a naturalistic explanation of the mind.” Computationalism is questioned for being formal and unnatural. (Sprevak, 2012) p. 108.

Sprevak concludes that meeting all three above expectations of computational implementation is hard. As an illustration of the problems with computationalist approaches to mind, he presents David Chalmers computational formalism of combinatorial state automata and concludes that “Chalmers’ account provides the best attempt to do so [i.e. to meet the above criticism], but even his proposal falls short.” In order to be fully appreciated, Chalmers account, I will argue, should be seen from the perspective of intrinsic, natural computation instead of the a conventional designed computer. Chalmers contends:
“Computational descriptions of physical systems need not be vacuous. We have seen that there is a well-motivated formalism, that of combinatorial state automata, and an associated account of implementation, such that the automata in question are implemented approximately when we would expect them to be: when the causal organization of a physical system mirrors the formal organization of an automaton. In this way, we establish a bridge between the formal automata of computation theory and the physical systems of everyday life. We also open the way to a computational foundation for the theory of mind.” (Chalmers, 1996)

In the above it is important to notice the distinction between intrinsic/natural computation that describes physical processes at different levels of organization, and designed/conventional computation implemented in our technological devices that uses this intrinsic computation as its basis. (Crutchfield, Ditto, & Sinha, 2010a) The designed computation in conventional computational machinery does not appear spontaneously in nature, and it is made possible by specially designed architecture and constant supply of energy. Intrinsic computation on the other hand emerges inherently on different levels of organization - from quantum to molecular/chemical computation, biological computation, information processing in neural networks, social computing etc., (Dodig-Crnkovic, 2014b).

Already in 2002 Matthias Scheutz (Scheutz, 2002), answering the critique of classical computationalism based on the Turing model of computation, proposed new computationalism capable of accounting for embodiment and embeddedness of mind. In this article we will present recent developments and show how this new computationalism looks like currently and in what directions it is developing.

In the Epilogue, Scheutz makes the following apt diagnosis:

“Today it seems clear, for example, that classical notions of computation alone cannot serve as foundations for a viable theory of the mind, especially in light of the real-world, real-time, embodied, embodied, situated, and interactive nature of minds, although they may well be adequate for a limited subset of mental processes (e.g., processes that participate in solving mathematical problems). Reservations about the classical conception of computation, however, do not automatically transfer and apply to real-world computing systems. This fact is often ignored by opponents of computationalism, who construe the underlying notion of computation as that of Turing-machine computation.” (Scheutz, 2002) p. 176, emphasis added

Thus, according to Scheutz, the way to avoid the criticisms against computational models of mind goes via computation performed by real-world computing systems, with “real-time, embodied, real-world constraints with which cognitive systems intrinsically cope.”

Natural/Intrinsic Computation and Physical Implementation of Computational System. Computation as Information Processing in Nature

The idea of computing nature (Dodig-Crnkovic & Giovagnoli, 2013) (Zenil, 2012) builds on the notion that the universe as a whole can be seen as a computational system which computes its own next state. This approach is called pancomputationalism or natural computationalism and dates back to Konrad Zuse with his Calculating Space - Rechnender Raum (Zuse, 1969). Some prominent
representatives of natural computationalism are Edward Fredkin (Fredkin, 1992), Stephen Wolfram (Wolfram, 2002) and Greg Chaitin (Chaitin, 2007). For more details, see (Dodig-Crnkovic, 2011b).

However, a clear distinction should be made between pancomputationalism of this type and unlimited pancomputationalism described by Gualtiero Piccinini in (Piccinini, 2012) as the strongest version of pancomputationalism with the claim “that every physical system performs every computation — or at least, every sufficiently complex system implements a large number of non-equivalent computations (Putnam 1988, Searle 1992).” The claim of pancomputationalism in general is that every physical system performs some computation, that is computation equivalent to the systems dynamics.

Computation as found in nature is physical computation, described in both (Piccinini, 2012) as well as Nir Fresco in (Fresco, 2014), also termed “computation in materio” by Susan Stepney (Stepney, 2008, 2012) or natural computation (Rozenberg, Bäck, & Kok, 2012).

It should be noted that varieties of natural computationalism/pancomputationalism differ among themselves: some of them would insist on discreteness of computation, and the idea that on the deepest levels of description, nature can be seen as discrete. Others find the origin of the continuous/discrete distinction in the human cognitive apparatus that relies on both continuous and discrete information processing (computation), thus asserting that both discrete and continuous models are necessary, (Dodig-Crnkovic & Mueller, 2009). Seth Lloyd argues that the dual nature of quantum mechanical objects as wave/particles implies necessity of both kinds of models (Lloyd, 2006). Regardless the positions about the discreteness/continuity of computation, all pancomputationalists share the basic idea of computing nature performing intrinsic computation.

If the universe computes at different levels of organization, what is the most general characterization of the substrate that executes this computation? In his Open Problems in the Philosophy of Information Luciano Floridi lists eighteen fundamental questions for the nascent field of Philosophy of Information (and Computation) that contains the following hypothesis, formulated as a question:

“17. The “It from Bit” hypothesis: Is the universe essentially made of informational stuff, with natural processes, including causation, as special cases of information dynamics?” (Floridi, 2004)

“It from bit” in the form of digital physics can be traced back to John Archibald Wheeler (Wheeler, 1990). In his own work Floridi as well as Kenneth Sayre answer the above question in the positive, and argue for the informational structural realism (Floridi, 2003)(Sayre, 1976), suggesting that the fabric of the universe is information and that natural processes are information dynamics. In Floridi’s approach the concept of information is more general and includes both discrete and continuous aspects, (Floridi, 2009). Floridi emphasizes that his model of informational universe is more general than digital ontology, for as noumenal reality (reality in itself) is always dependent on the level of abstraction that the epistemic agent takes. (Nir & Staines, 2014) question the validity of Floridi’s argument focusing on a more limited
assertion, based on classical physics, showing that “a deterministic computational view of the universe faces problems (e.g., a reversible computational universe cannot be strictly deterministic).” However, their analysis of Floridi’s argument does not observe the fact that Floridi talks about the interaction of an epistemic agent with the reality, which typically happens on one level of abstraction at time. For an epistemic agent reality is informational structure and its dynamics can be digital or analog, discrete or continuous, and on the quantum mechanical level it could be both, as Seth Lloyd argues in (Lloyd, 2006).

Informational fabric of the universe is always *relative to an agent*, as information is *relational*. This implies that “the universe” for a bacterium is vastly different from “the universe” for a human or for some artificial cognitive system. That is a constructivist view of knowledge where the process of knowledge generation in a cognizing agent starts with the interactions with the environment as potential information (Dodig-Crnkovic, 2014a). The potential- or proto-information of an agent’s Umwelt (Kull, 2010), that is its accessible universe, actualizes as embodied and embedded information via interactions with the agent’s cognitive/computational architecture.


The synthesis of frameworks of *pancomputationalism/natural computationalism* and *informational structural realism*, results in the framework of *info-computationalism* (Dodig-Crnkovic & Müller, 2011) (Dodig-Crnkovic, 2008), that is a variety of natural computationalism, where information presents the fabric of the universe (for an agent), while the dynamics of information can be understood as computation. Physical nature consequently spontaneously performs different kinds of computations that are information processing at different levels of organization (Dodig-Crnkovic, 2012). Again, each system performs some (natural) computation, and *not* any computation.

If every process in nature is some kind of natural computing/intrinsic computing, then even complex information processing in living beings can be modelled as computation with such self-reflective processes like self-reproduction or self-healing and self-modification (Kampis, 1991). This means that computation is capable of acting on the very system that performs it. The Turing machine model does not accommodate for the possibility that during the execution of an algorithm, the control mechanism might change as well. In the Turing Machine model the control mechanism (the operating system, what makes machine execute) is controlling the execution of the algorithm, in spite of the understanding that the Turing machine is equivalent to the algorithm itself. This separation of the algorithm (the program) and the operating system helps to avoid self-reference. The problem of self-reference (that is absent and prohibited in designed computing) is solved in natural computing. George Kampis describes the problem in the following way:

“If now somebody writes a tricky language that goes beyond the capabilities of LISP and changes its own interpreter as well, and then perhaps it changes the operating system, and so on, finally we find ourselves at the level of the processor chip of the computer that carries out
the machine code instructions. Now, unlike the earlier levels, this level belongs to a piece of physical hardware, where things will be done the way the machine was once built, and this can no more be a matter of negotiations. Ultimately, this is what serves as that Archimedean starting point (similar to the initial translation that opens up self-reference) that defines a constant framework for the programs. The importance of this is that we understand: self-modification, and self-reference, are not really just issues of programming (that is, of using the right software), but of designing a whole machine in some sense. Therefore, the impossibility of achieving complete self-modification depends, ultimately, on the separability of machine from program (and the way around): the separability of software from hardware.” (Kampis, 1995) p. 95, emphasis added

This differs from the ideas of Marcin Miłkowski who suggests that “the physical implementation of a computational system – and its interaction with the environment – lies outside the scope of computational explanation”. From that I infer that the model of computation which Miłkowski assumes is a top-down, Turing Machine-based designed computation. Even though he rightly argues that neural networks as well as dynamical systems¹ in general can be understood as computational, Miłkowski does not think of intrinsic computation as grounded in physical process driven by causal mechanism, characteristics of computing nature.

"For a pancomputationalist, this means that there must be a distinction between lower-level, or basic, computations and the higher level ones. Should pancomputationalism be unable to mark this distinction, it will be explanatorily vacuous.” (Miłkowski, 2007)

The above problem of grounding of the concept of computation finds its natural solution in physical computation. If we would continue and ask where physical processes and structures come from, we could equally demand from physicists to explain where matter/energy and space/time come from.

Consequently, we can answer the question why natural computationalism is not trivial/vacuous in spite of the underlying assumption that the whole of the universe is computational. Intrinsic computation found in nature forms structures on different levels that parallel physical structures from subatomic quanta to macroscopic organizations. The hierarchy of levels of computation is grounded in physical/intrinsic/natural computation. This construction is not vacuous for the same reason for which physics is not vacuous even though it makes the claim that the entire physical universe consists of matter-energy and builds on the same elementary building blocks – elementary particles.² The principle of universal validity of physical laws does not make them vacuous. Thinking of computation as implementation of physical laws on the fundamental level makes it more obvious that computation can be seen as the basis of all dynamics in nature. This answers triviality objections by (Miłkowski, 2013) as well as (Sprevak, 2012). Namely if we use Carl Hewitt’s actor model of computation (Hewitt, 2012), that mimics model of physical interaction as an exchange of messages (force carriers) we can better understand the nature of distributed concurrent computation going on in physical matter as natural computation. Later on we will return to the Hewitt’s actor model. Instead of symbols

---

¹ A dynamical system is a mathematical model where a fixed rule (typically differential equation) describes time dependence of a point in a geometric space.

² Here we will not enter the discussion of ordinary matter-energy vs. dark matter-energy. Those are all considered to be the same kind of phenomena – natural phenomena that are assumed to be universal in nature.
in this case we have physical objects performing computation according to physical laws.

Further evidence against purported triviality of computationalism is provided by (Fresco, 2014) who examines arguments put forward by John Searle and Hilary Putnam. They criticize the computational view of cognition based on a narrow notion of computation leading to the conclusion that every physical object implements any program:

“For any sufficiently complex physical object \( O \) (i.e., an object with a sufficiently large number of distinguishable parts) and for any arbitrary program \( P \), there exists an isomorphic mapping \( M \) from some subset \( S \) of the physical states of \( O \) to the formal structure of \( P \).”
(Searle, 1990) p. 27

Similarly, Putnam argues that “every ordinary open system simultaneously realizes every abstract inputless FSA” (Putnam, 1988) p. 121

Apart from Fresco, the Searle and Putnam criticism of computationalism has been met by (Chrisley, 1994)(Schettu, 2002) and (Dodig-Crnkovic, 2007) – among others. I hope this article provides further ideas how computing can be construed in a more general way to avoid those objections. The solution is provided by the notion of hierarchically organized computation grounded in intrinsic computing of nature, which in living organisms among others reaches form of symbol manipulation as a special level of computational dynamics. If computation is conceived as intrinsic natural computation then every physical system spontaneously computes only its own next state. To make it compute anything else we have to construct the system around it which can use the intrinsic computation as a part of a universal machine.

The field of intrinsic natural computation is presented in depth in the Handbook of Natural Computing (Rozenberg et al., 2012). Intrinsic computation on the fundamental level of natural process is analyzed in (Stepney, 2008). For a specific study of intrinsic computation performed by neurons in the brain, see (Crutchfield, Ditto, & Sinha, 2010b; Crutchfield & Wiesner, 2008). A good systematic review of biological (hyper)computation is given in (Maldonado & Gómez Cruz, 2014). When it comes to human-level epistemological computation, the info-computational framework for naturalizing epistemology can be found in (Dodig-Crnkovic, 2007).

Levels of Organization and Dynamics in Agent-based Model of Computation

It has been proposed (Dodig-Crnkovic, 2014b) that natural computation in biological systems with processes of self-organization and autopoiesis is best described by agent-based models, such as Hewitt’s actor model of computation (Hewitt, 2012). Bio-chemical processes run in parallel, but the existing models of parallel computation (including Boolean networks, Petri nets, Interacting state machines, Process calculi etc.) need adjustments for modelling of biological systems (Fisher & Henzinger, 2007).

Generation of levels of organization in living organisms can be understood using a framework proposed by Terrence Deacon for information processing in living
systems. (Deacon, 2011) distinguishes between the following three levels of natural information (for an agent) where each subsequent level subsumes the prior level:

Information 1, syntactic information: Shannon theory; describes data/patterns/signals as used in data communication

Information 2, semantic information: Shannon + Boltzmann theories; describes intentionality, aboutness, reference, representation, used to define the relation to object or referent.

Information 3, pragmatic information (behavior): Shannon + Boltzmann + Darwin theories; describes function, interpretation, used to define pragmatics of agency.


Deacon explains the origin of dynamical levels in the relationships between material entities/structures and their corresponding processes. Hierarchy of levels of emergent dynamics constitutes dynamical depth of a system, presented as follows:

“A system with greater dynamical depth than another consists of a greater number of such nested dynamical levels. Thus, a mechanical or linear thermodynamic system has less dynamical depth than an inorganic self-organized system, which has less dynamical depth than a living system. Including an assessment of dynamical depth can provide a more precise and systematic account of the fundamental difference between inorganic systems (low dynamical depth) and living systems (high dynamical depth), irrespective of the number of their parts and the causal relations between them.” (Deacon & Koutroufinis, 2014) 404

Dynamics generates intrinsic constraints and transitions from homeodynamics, to morphodynamics, and teleodynamics. Each transition has increasing autonomy from extrinsically imposed constraints. “Since constraints are a prerequisite for producing physical work, the increasing autonomy of constraint generation with dynamical depth also corresponds to an increasing diversity of the capacity to do work. Thus the flexibility with which a dynamical system can interact with its environment also increases with dynamical depth.” (Deacon & Koutroufinis, 2014) 418

Deacon and Koutroufinis furthermore propose that starting with patterns of organization of homeodynamics (h), morphodynamics (m), and teleodynamics (t), higher order dynamical depth form in which teleodynamic unit systems (e.g., organisms) are themselves involved in homeodynamic (ht), morphodynamic (mt), or teleodynamic (tt) patterns of interaction, recursively.⁴

³ This can be seen as matching Aristotle’s causes: [1. Efficient cause [2. Formal cause [3. Final cause]]].

⁴ The concept of dynamical depth can be connected to Friston’s hierarchical dynamic models (HDMs) of the brain where hierarchical dynamical mechanisms are used to explain how brain neural networks could be configured to find out sensory causes from given sensory inputs, (Friston, 2008). Starting with the idea “that the brain may use empirical Bayes for inference about its sensory input” Friston generalizes to hierarchical dynamical systems.
Hewitt’s Model of Computation of Actors/Agents

Hewitt’s model of computation is based on Actors as the universal primitives of concurrent distributed computation (Dodig-Crnkovic, 2014b). An Actor can among others make local decisions, create more Actors and send messages in response to a message that it receives.

“In the Actor Model (Hewitt, Bishop, & Steiger, 1973) (Hewitt, 2010), computation is conceived as distributed in space, where computational devices communicate asynchronously and the entire computation is not in any well-defined state. (An Actor can have information about other Actors that it has received in a message about what it was like when the message was sent.) Turing’s Model is a special case of the Actor Model.” (Hewitt, 2012)

The above “computational devices” are conceived as computational agents – informational structures capable of acting on their own behalf. Depending on how communication between agents is defined, the computation can be discrete or continuous.

For Hewitt, Actors become Agents only when they are able to process expressions for commitments including contracts, announcements, beliefs, goals, intentions, plans, policies, procedures, requests and queries. In other words, Hewitt’s Agents are human-like or if we broadly interpret the above capacities, cognitive Actors.

However, we take all Hewitt’s Actors to be agents with different levels of competence as we are interested in a common framework encompassing all physical, chemical, biological, social and artifactual agents.

The advantage of Hewitt’s model is that unlike other models of computation based on mathematical logic, set theory, algebra, etc. the Actor model is based on physics, especially quantum physics and relativistic physics, (Hewitt, 2012). Its relational nature makes it especially suitable for modeling informational structures and their dynamics. On the fundamental physical level of elementary particles, interactions are exchange forces. Force carriers (messenger particles) interact with matter particles. For example strong force is exchange of pions by hadrons that are made up of quarks that in turn exchange gluons. In that way we see the parallel between actor model of natural computation and physical processes. In every higher level, “actors” are more complex structures as well as messages they exchange.

Neurons in the brain can be seen as agents performing distributed concurrent computation. Daniel Dennett comments on the proposal of (Fitch, 2014) that unifies cognitive neuroscience with comparative cognition to ascribe self-modifying agency to neurons.\(^5\)

“...I have already endorsed the importance of recognizing neurons as “complex self-modifying” agents, but the (ultra-)plasticity of such units can and should be seen as the human brain’s way of having something like the competence of a silicon computer to take on an unlimited variety of temporary cognitive roles, “implementing” the long-division virtual machine, the French-speaking virtual machine, the flying-a-plane virtual machine, the sightreading-Mozart virtual machine and many more. These talents get “installed” by...

---

\(^5\) Hewitt model of computation is suitable even here. If needed, it could also accommodate for adding astrocytes to information processing units in the brain.
various learning processes that have to deal with the neurons’ semi-autonomous native talents, but once installed, they can structure the dispositions of the whole brain so strongly that they create higher levels of explanation that are both predictive and explanatory. “(Dennett, 2014)

This universal computing on the virtual-machine level depends on nested hierarchy of computation on the levels below as well as on the inputs from distributed networks of social computation on the level above.

**Mind as a Process and Computational Models of Mind**

Of all computational approaches, the most controversial are the computational models of mind. There exists historically a huge variety of models of mind, some of them taking mind to be a kind of immaterial substance opposed to material body, the most famous being Platonic and Cartesian dualist models. In contrast to dualists, who take body and mind to be separate substances, and unlike reductive materialists, who identify body and mind, Aristotle proposed unified approach of *hylomorphism* (matter-form framework) - where soul represents the form of a material body (Shields, 2011).

In the work *On the Soul* (De Anima) Aristotle defines a soul as “that which makes a living thing alive.” (413a20-21) For Aristotle, soul as life is a property of every living thing, and a soul is related to the body as form to matter. Thus hylomorphic framework captures the unity of body and soul (=life) of an organism. In the same way as matter always possess some form, so physical body of a living organism always possesses some kind of soul (life). They are inseparable.

The following describes the relationship between mind and soul in Aristotle:

> Aristotle describes mind (nous, often also rendered as "intellect" or "reason") as “the part of the soul by which it knows and understands” (De Anima iii 4, 429a9–10; cf. iii 3, 428a5; iii 9, 432b26; iii 12, 434b3), thus characterizing it in broadly functional terms. (Shields, 2011), emphasis added

According to Aristotle, there is a nested hierarchy of soul activities (413a23): growth, nutrition, reproduction (vegetative soul); locomotion, perception, memory, anticipation (animal soul) and mind/intellect/ thought (human soul).

In the current view of natural info-computation we would say that form (of a living being) constrains processes characterizing soul (the way of being alive). We are focused on the dynamics and processes (the other side of the phenomenon of structure/form). It is natural for computational approaches to consider mind as a process of changing form, a complex process of computation on highest levels of organization.

> "Because there are no material entities that are not also processes, and because processes are defined by their organization, we must acknowledge the possibility that organization itself is a fundamental determinant of physical causality. At different levels of scale and compositionality, different organizational possibilities exist. And although there are material properties that are directly inherited from lower-order component properties, it is clear that the production of some forms of

6 http://classics.mit.edu/Aristotle/soul.html
process organization is only expressed by dynamical regularities at that level. So the emergence of such level-specific forms of dynamical regularity creates the foundation for level-specific forms of physical influence.” (Deacon, 2011) p. 177.

Here causality relates to first-order organisation, that is relationships between physical objects, while second order organisation (such as representation of organization) does not interact directly causally, but are connected by logical laws. This indirect relationship can be seen as a virtual machine running on the physical substrate.

Mind is a special kind of process, characterized in the following:

“(M)ind is a set of processes distinguished from others through their control by an immanent end. (...) At one extreme it dwindles into mere life, which is incipient mind. At the other extreme it vanishes in the clouds; it does not yet appear what we shall be. Mind as it exists in ourselves is on an intermediate level.” (Blanshard, 1941)

Within info-computational framework, cognition is understood as synonymous with process of life, according to (Maturana & Varela, 1980), a view that even Brand Blanshard endorsed. Following Maturana and Varela’s argument from 1980 we can understand the entire living world as possessing cognition of various degrees of complexity. In that sense bacteria possess rudimentary cognition expressed in quorum sensing and other collective phenomena based on information communication and information processing (Ben-Jacob, Shapira, & Tauber, 2006). Brain of a complex organism consists of neurons that are networked computational agents. Signalling and information processing modes of neurons are much more complex and consist of more computational layers than distributed computation performed by bacteria in a colony. Even though Maturana and Varela did not think of cognition as computation, the broader view of computation as found in info-computationalism is capable of representing processes of life as studied in bioinformatics/biocomputation and so model autopoiesis as a process of natural computation.

Aristotle’s understanding of soul as process of life is compatible with contemporary understanding of cognition as life by Maturana and Varela (Maturana & Varela, 1980) which is much broader than the currently used dictionary definition of cognition, defined as “The mental action or process of acquiring knowledge and understanding through thought, experience, and the senses.” (Oxford dictionary)

Interestingly enough, parallels can be drawn between info-computational layered structure of cognition and basic dynamic depth of homeodynamic, morphodynamic and teleodynamic of (Deacon & Koutroufinis, 2014) as well as to Aristotle’s three nested levels of soul (vegetative, animal and human) in his hylomorphic (matter-form based) view of life.

Aristotle’s soul is life itself that is cognition as autopoietic process. Todays biology describes life as based on single cells, from which increasingly more complex organisms successively develop and evolve with more and more layers of cognitive information-processing architectures. Evolution of life and mind is driven by the capacity of living organisms to act on their own behalf and interact with their

7 Especially interesting examples are rotifers (which have around a thousand cells, of which a quarter constitute their nervous system with brain) or the tiny Megaphragma mymaripenne wasps (that are smaller than a single-celled amoebas and yet have nervous system and brains)
environments (agency). Dynamics of living organism create a sensitive state that reacts on the changes in the environment:

"Any system, cognitive or biological, which is able to relate internally, self-organized, stable structures (eigenvalues) to constant aspects of its own interaction with an environment can be said to observe eigenbehavior. Such systems are defined as organizationally closed because their stable internal states can only be defined in terms of the overall dynamic structure that supports them." (Rocha, 1998) p. 342

A system in a metastable equilibrium is able to make distinctions. (Basti & Perrone, 1989) which constitute information as the difference that makes a difference8 (Bateson, 1972). For this metastable state capable of reacting to the relevant changes in the environment, two aspects are particularly interesting (apart from the metastability itself): time-dependence (dynamics/frequency) and fractality. Both are addressed in a radically new approach to the modeling of a whole brain in (Ghosh et al., 2014). The central point in this model is the collective time behavior and (fractal) frequencies at number of different levels of organization. Ghosh et al. suggest a possibility of connection between levels from QFT (Quantum Field Theory) up to macroscopic levels based on time dependence of coherent physical oscillators involved. It might not be a definite model of a brain, but it contains some interesting insights.

Independently, Andre Ehresmann (Ehresmann, 2012) proposes the bio-inspired Memory Evolutive Systems (MES) constructive model for a self-organized multi-scale cognitive system, able to interact with its environment through information processing. MES brain model implements info-computational approach where lower levels are modelled as Turing machines, while the global dynamics of the system are beyond-Turing, due to the fact that the same symbol has several possible interpretations. (Ehresmann, 2014)

Even though we have a long way to go in working out detailed and robust naturalist models of life/cognition, brain and mind, both Ehresmann and Ghosh et al. approaches demonstrate usefulness of implementing natural computation in modelling of brain thus repudiating objections that computationalism lacks naturalist foundations and clarity.

Conclusions

This article meets the following three concerns by Mark Sprevak about computationalism, (Sprevak, 2012) p. 108:

(R1) Lack of Clarity: “Ultimately, the foundations of our sciences should be clear.” Computationalism is suspected to lack clarity.

Naturalizing computationalism through ideas of computing nature brings clarity as well as plausibility in computationalism. It helps understanding how embodied and situated systems can be modelled computationally, as well as how self-reflective

8 Computation as information processing is the dynamics of this network of differences.
systems in biology with different levels of cognition and mind can be understood as computational networks organized on many levels of computation.

(R2) Triviality: “(O)ur conventional understanding of the notion of computational implementation is threatened by triviality arguments.” Computationalism is accused of triviality.

This objection is answered through parallels with physics. Grounding of computation is found in intrinsic physical process as modelled by Hewitt’s actor⁹ (agent) model of computation.

(R3) Lack of naturalistic foundations: “The ultimate aim of cognitive science is to offer, not just any explanation of mental phenomena, but a naturalistic explanation of the mind.” Computationalism is questioned for being formal and unnatural.

The above objection is rejected by the very construction of the framework of computing nature.

The presented proposal for meeting the criticisms against computationalism consists in a generalized understanding of computation as intrinsic natural computation for which the symbol manipulation of the Turing machine model is a proper subset. Natural computation is described within the info-computational framework as information dynamics that can be found in nature on many levels of dynamics of living systems.

It has been recently suggested that even quantum level processes play an important role in the dynamics of living beings through their coherent behavior. Thus mind can be seen as a layered network of computational processes all the way down to quantum, and back all the way up to social computation in a recursive process of production of new dynamical constraints through interactions of system parts with their environments.
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⁹ Hewitt’s actors, being entities capable of acting on their own behalf coincide with what is usually considered to be an agent.


